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Abstract We use a regionally coupled ocean-sea iceatmosphere-hydrological discharge model to investigate the
influence of changes in the atmospheric large-scale circulation on the interannual variability of the Arctic freshwater (FW) components. This model includes all sinks and
sources of FW and allows for the analysis of a closed FW
cycle in the Arctic. We show that few atmospheric winter
modes explain large parts of the interannual variability
of the Arctic FW cycle. A strong Icelandic low causing
anomalous strong westerlies over the North Atlantic leads
to warmer and wetter conditions over Eurasia. The ocean
circulation is then characterized by a strong transpolar drift
leading to increased export of FW in liquid and solid form
into the North Atlantic. In contrast to this, a weaker than
usual Icelandic low and a strong Siberian high is associated
with a strong Beaufort Gyre and thus an accumulation of
FW within the Arctic Ocean. Not only specific winter conditions but also increased precipitation in late spring and
summer, caused by enhanced cyclone activity over land,
lead to increased Eurasian runoff, which is responsible for
most of the variability in Arctic river runoff.
Keywords Arctic freshwater cycle · Regionally coupled
climate model · River runoff variability
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1 Introduction
Observations and model results indicate that the Arctic climate and its FW components change rapidly within the last
decades (Meehl et al. 2007). Changes in the FW cycle, such
as increased FW export (export of low-salinity ocean water)
from the Arctic into the North Atlantic, likely change the
thermohaline circulation and consequently might have the
potential to influence the global climate (Anisimov et al.
2007). These Arctic FW components show large interannual variability (de Steur et al. 2009; Rabe et al. 2009), that
is not well understood so far.
Previous studies conclude that the interannual variability of the FW content within the Arctic Ocean and
the FW export from the Arctic into the North Atlantic are
strongly regulated by atmospheric dynamics and coupled
to changes in the atmospheric large-scale circulation (e.g.
Jahn et al. 2010; Proshutinsky et al. 2009; Condron et al.
2009; Zhang et al. 2003; Maslowski et al. 2000). While
numerous studies deal with the influence of the variability of dominating pressure patterns on Arctic sea ice (e.g.
Tsukernik et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2009; Koenigk et al.
2006; Haak et al. 2003; Rigor et al. 2002), comparatively
few studies analyze the impact on liquid FW in the Arctic (Jahn et al. 2010; Karcher et al. 2005; Häkkinen and
Proshutinsky 2004). Within these studies the focus is either
on the analysis of one specific atmospheric leading mode,
such as the Arctic Oscillation (AO) or the North Atlantic
Oscillation (NAO) and/or on one specific FW term within
the Arctic FW budget, such as the Fram Strait ice export.
We study the impact of different atmospheric leading
modes, the first (similar to the AO) and second EOFs of
winter mean sea level pressure (MSLP), the NAO and the
Siberian high, and thus provide a comprehensive picture
of the FW variability in the twentieth century caused by
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changes in the atmospheric large-scale circulation. While
the defined winter MSLP indexes have a large impact especially on the solid and liquid FW export through Fram
Strait and the Canadian Arctic Archipelago (CAA), they do
not explain the interannual variability in Arctic river runoff. Using the runoff itself as an index, we investigate the
influence from several atmospheric variables on the runoff
in the Arctic.
While a coupled climate model can provide continuous
time series for several decades and for several FW components, global atmosphere ocean general circulation models
show remarkable differences in modeling the Arctic mean
climate and the Arctic FW cycle (e.g. Stroeve et al. 2012;
Overland et al. 2011; Holland et al. 2010). This is probably
caused by the too coarse spatial resolution, which prohibits
resolving complex topographic features, such as the CAA,
or small scale processes such as slope convection or overflows. Regional ocean models, overcoming the limitation of
resolution, agree indeed on the general sinks and sources of
the FW budget, but disagree in the magnitude of the mean
values as well as on the variability of the FW terms (Jahn
et al. 2012). A reason for the differences could be among
other things the different resolution of the models or differences in the atmospheric forcing and in the salinity fields.
Additionally, these models are uncoupled, thus missing
the air-sea interaction. Coupled regional models used for
Arctic climate investigations (Döscher and Koenigk 2013;
Koenigk et al. 2010; Mikolajewicz et al. 2005) have two
disadvantages compared to global coupled models: Firstly,
they generally only cover the Arctic Ocean and not the adjacent catchment areas of the rivers draining into the Arctic
and thus prescribe the runoff of the Arctic rivers. Secondly,
they use salinity restoring or flux correction, and thereby
disturb the FW budget artificially. In contrast to these models, our setup includes all sinks and sources of Arctic FW.
A global ocean model with highest resolution in the Arctic
is coupled to a regional atmosphere model, whose domain
covers all catchment areas of the rivers draining into the
Arctic Ocean. To provide terrestrial lateral waterflows, we
include a hydrological discharge model. Furthermore, we
run experiments without any kind of flux correction in the
Arctic, which allows, for the first time, for an analysis of a
closed FW cycle in high resolution. Due to the comparably
large coupled domain, the variability can evolve to a certain
extent internally within the model and is not completely
externally driven via the forcing at the boundaries of the
domain (Sein et al. 2014; Mikolajewicz et al. 2005).
The outline is as follows: In Sect. 2 we describe the
model setup and experimental design used for this study.
Section 3, the results, is split in three parts, the model validation, with respect to observations and the global model,
of the mean state of the FW components in our model
(3 3.1), the analysis of the variability of the FW fluxes and
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the influence of atmospheric leading modes (3 3.2) and the
investigation of the drivers of Arctic river runoff (3 3.3).
Finally, we give a summary and conclusion in Sect. 4.

2 Model setup and experimental design
Our regionally coupled climate model consists of the
global sea ice - ocean model of the Max Planck Institute for
Meteorology MPIOM (Marsland et al. 2003) with model
grid poles over Russia and North America resulting in high
resolution, of approximately 15 km in the coupled domain,
in the Arctic Ocean (Fig. 1b). The ocean model has 40
z-coordinate vertical layers with varying thickness between
10 m near the surface and approx. 500 m in deeper layers.
A Hibler-type zero-layer dynamic thermodynamic sea ice
model with viscous-plastic rheology is included (Hibler
1979). The ocean component is coupled to the regional
atmosphere model REMO (Jacob 2001; Majewski 1991),
which covers all catchment areas of the rivers draining into
the Arctic Ocean (Fig. 1b). The horizontal resolution of the
atmosphere model is about 55 km and the model consists of
27 hybrid vertical layers. A similar setup covering the Arctic but in lower resolution was first described in Mikolajewicz et al. (2005) and recently for several domains covering
the Arctic, North Pacific and North Atlantic in Sein et al.
(2014). To provide lateral terrestrial waterflow, we include
the Hydrological Discharge (HD) model (Hagemann and
Dümenil 1998). The grid resolution of the HD model
is 0.5◦. For details on the coupling of the model components we refer to Sein et al. (2015); Elizalde Arellano
(2011). External forcing is needed for the ocean model in
the uncoupled domain as well as for the atmosphere model
at the lateral boundaries. We force our model with output
from an experiment performed under historical conditions
with the global coupled climate model ECHAM5 / MPIOM
in the framework of the Coupled Model Intercomparison
Project, phase 3 (CMIP 3). In contrast to reanalysis data,
the output of this global model provides a self-contained
atmosphere-ocean data-set with its own variability.
As spinup we perform in total 81 years under preindustrial conditions. The initial conditions are taken from
a previously performed run. The spinup experiments are
run with surface salinity restoring to the sum of the PHC
salinity climatology (Steele et al. 2001) and the anomaly of
the surface salinity of the global model to its climatological mean. In order to avoid artificial FW fluxes at the river
mouth locations (the PHC climatology does not account
for FW entering from rivers), we reduce the restoring by
inserting an attenuation function in regions with low salinity values, thus especially at coastal areas. For details see
Sein et al. (2015) and Niederdrenk (2013). Additionally,
the salinity restoring is set to zero in the Arctic to allow
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for a closed FW cycle in the Arctic (Fig. 1a). Outside this
domain, we use the restoring procedure as explained above.
In our production runs, we run the model in the whole coupled domain with FW flux correction instead of salinity
restoring, using a climatology of the FW flux correction
term calculated from the restoring term from the spinup
run. This leads to a completely known, constant, term in the
coupled domain, which additionally equals zero in the Arctic and thus provides an undisturbed FW cycle in our region
of interest. Outside the coupled domain we use salinity
restoring to a surface salinity climatology with a relaxation
time of about 77 days. In this analysis we use four experiments, that start in 1960 and end either in 1989 or 1999.
They differ in the initial conditions as well as in the climatology of the FW correction. For details of the experiments see Table 1. Even though this is not an ensemble in
the classical sense, we count these experiments as members
of an ensemble run.
The domain and straits used for our calculation are
indicated in Fig. 1a. According to previous studies, the
FW budget is calculated relative to a reference salinity of
34.8 (Jahn et al. 2012; Serreze et al. 2006; Aagaard and
Carmack 1989). In addition, this is about the mean salinity (= 34.76) in our experiments in the Arctic, in the area

where the ocean is deeper than 1000 m thus excluding the
shelves. We calculated the FW budgets also for a mean
salinity of 34.7 and conclude that our results are insensitive to the reference salinity, while, of course, the absolute
values change.

3 Results
3.1 The Arctic FW cycle
3.1.1 Comparison with observations and the global model
Our model setup shows a realistic mean state of the Arctic climate at the end of the twentieth century. The modeled mean Arctic climate has been validated and compared
to observations and reanalysis data in detail in Niederdrenk (2013). The large-scale behavior of atmospheric
and oceanic variables is mostly similar to the global model
ECHAM 5/ MPIOM, used as boundary conditions. But,
particularly in the Arctic sea ice extent and volume, the
regional model improved compared to the global model
(not shown). In the following, we shortly validate the

Fig. 1  a The light blue domain,
covering the Arctic Ocean,
shows the area where the
surface salinity restoring is set
to zero. Outside this domain we
run the model in the coupled
domain with a climatological freshwater correction. b
The computational grids of
the model components. The
ocean grid is plotted in blue and
the atmosphere model grid is
plotted in red. Not every line is
shown

Table 1  List of experiments
Experiment

Restoring in coupled domain

Restart from

Years

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Spinup 1
Spinup 2
Production run 1
Production run 2
Production run 3

With salinity restoring set to zero in Arctic
With salinity restoring set to zero in Arctic
Without salinity restoring with FW correction term from 2. for 1980–1989
Without salinity restoring with FW correction term from 2. for 1980–1999
Without salinity restoring with FW correction term from 2. for 1980–1999

Preexisting exp.
Exp. 1, 12/2000
Exp. 2, 12/1999
Exp. 2, 12/1999
Exp. 4, 12/1991

1950–2000
1970–1999
1960–1999
1960–1999
1960–1991

6.

Production run 4

Without salinity restoring with FW correction term from 2. for 1980–1999

Exp. 5, 12/1991

1960–1991

The expermiments 4.–6. were part of a control run with a forcing repetition every 32 years. This is the reason for the run lengths of 1960–1991.
The analysis period of these experiments is 1960–1989
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Fig. 2  Left column Time evolution (yearly values) of the FW
components from the regional
model and the global model.
The ensemble spread is defined
by minimum and maximum
values of the ensemble members, for liquid and for solid
FW transport (in light red and
light blue). Liquid and solid FW
transport of the global model is
given in red and blue, respectively. For the last panel, p–e is
given in red and runoff in blue.
Right column Mean value of
the time series of the regional
model (ensemble mean) and the
global model and from observations and reanalysis data from
Serreze et al. (2006)

observations
reg. model solid
reg. model liquid
solid + liquid

global model liquid

solid + liquid

1960

1970

1980

Arctic FW components and their variability with respect to
the global model and observations. The time evolution and
mean value of the components of the Arctic FW cycle are
given in Fig. 2 and the mean values of the regional model
and of observational data and reanalysis from Serreze et al.
(2006) are presented in Table 2.
The inflow of saline Atlantic water into Barents Sea (Fig. 2a)
is estimated to account for −11 mSv of the FW budget (Serreze et al. 2006). The regional model is with −9.7 (±9.3) mSv
in the range of the observations, while the Barents Sea inflow
in the global model is with −25.5 (±6.7) mSv highly overestimated. However, observations differ largely, Rawlins et al.
(2010) combine current-meter mooring data with other measurements and come up with about −27 mSv, which is consistent with calculations from Dickson et al. (2007) stating about
−22 mSv as Barents Sea FW export.
The FW inflow through Bering Strait (Fig. 2b) is dominated by the liquid component. In the regional model, the
ensemble mean of both, liquid plus solid FW transport, is
with about 82.1 mSv very similar to observations, while in
the global model, the FW transport into the Arctic through
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global model solid

1990

liquid

solid

liquid

solid

p−e

runoff

Bering Strait is underestimated by more than 50 %. The
standard deviation of the interannual FW transport through
the strait is estimated to be approximately 25–30 % of the
total FW transport (Woodgate et al. 2009, 2006). In the
regional model, the standard deviation is about 20 % and in
the global model, again underestimated, only about 10 % of
the modeled total FW transport.
Approximately one third of the total FW is exported
through the CAA (Fig. 2c), which is about 100 mSv (Serreze et al. 2006; Prinsenberg and Hamilton 2005). The solid
contribution to this amount is only about 5 % (Prinsenberg
and Hamilton 2005), because most of the year the ice is landfast. While in our model the FW transport through the CAA
(approx. 131 mSv) is overestimated, in the global model
the amount of FW transport (approx. 66 mSv) is underestimated . This might be caused by the somewhat lower resolution of the topography of the CAA, but also by a stronger FW
export through Fram Strait compared to the regional model.
The transport of FW through Fram Strait is in the
regional as well as in the global model consistent with
observations (Fig. 2d). The sea ice volume export from our
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Table 2  Tabular of the mean
values in mSv (= 1000 m3 /s)
for the fluxes and km3 for the
storage terms of the FW budget
of the Arctic from observations
and reanalysis data (Serreze
et al. 2006) and from modeled
data for the years 1960–1999

(P− E) + runoff
Bering Strait
Barents Sea
Fram Strait liquid
Fram Strait ice
CAA liquid
CAA ice
Oceanic storage liquid
Oceanic storage ice

Transports

Observations

Regional model

63.4 + 101.5 = 164.9 (±3.5)
79.3 (±9.5)
−11.0 (±2.5)
−60.0 (±12.7)
−74.0 (±10.8)
−101.0 (±10.1)
−5.0
74, 000 (±7400)
10,000

65.7 + 132.8 = 198.5 (±12.3)
82.1 (±16.6)
−9.7 (±9.3)
−47.2 (±16.8)
−70.0 (±21.8)
−118.7 (±19.7)
−12.4 (±3.6)
76, 827 (±6951.5)
13, 118 (±1128.1)

−6.8

22.6

Displayed in brackets are error estimates from observations where available and for modeled data one
interannual standard deviation. Positive values mean input of FW into the Arctic Ocean (FW sources) while
negative values mean export of FW out of the Arctic Ocean (FW sinks). To avoid negative FW volume, the
FW storage is calculated ignoring waters saltier than the reference value

ensemble members agrees well with the reconstructed ice
volume flux time series (Vinje 2001; Spreen et al. 2009) not
only in the amount but also in the year to year variability.
However, the modeled variability seems to be somewhat
larger than the observations-derived estimates (not shown).
Compared to Serreze et al. (2006), both models overestimate net precipitation over the ocean (Fig. 2e). In the
regional model, particularly precipitation over land is overestimated, which directly leads to an overestimation in
river runoff (Fig. 2e). Compared to the R-ArcticNET river
discharge database (Shiklomanov et al. 2000), especially
the Eurasian runoff is overestimated (not shown). However, the modeled interannual variability of Arctic runoff
is with about 6 mSv slightly smaller than in observations
with about 7.7 mSv. In the global model, runoff is strongly
underestimated and is about the same ratio as net precipitation over the ocean (Fig. 2e).
While most general circulation models (coupled atmosphere ocean models as well as ocean only models) agree
on the sign of the FW terms, they differ largely in longterm means and variability of the FW components (Jahn
et al. 2012). In our model, however, all sinks and sources
are well represented and within the range of observations.
In comparison with the global model MPIOM / ECHAM 5,
especially the FW transport through Bering Strait and CAA
are improved, exactly the regions where high resolution is
needed to better resolve the complex topography.

variability in the Bering Strait region. The coupled model
domain ends south of the Aleutian islands, thus large-scale
atmospheric conditions over Bering Strait are mostly prescribed by the external forcing. This is not true for the Fram
Strait FW export, where a substantial amount of variability
of the liquid and solid export is generated within the model.
(The correlations between the four ensemble members
range between −0.3 and 0.5 for the liquid, and between
−0.1 and 0.4 for the solid FW transport.) The ice export
through Fram Strait is mainly determined by local winds
(e.g. Tsukernik et al. 2009; Koenigk et al. 2006), generated
by the cross-strait air pressure gradient, which is modified
internally within the model. The correlations between the
FW transport of the experiments through CAA are somewhat larger than through Fram Strait (ranging between 0.3
and 0.5 depending on the simulations), but the variability
is also internally driven and depends on changes in the sea
surface height difference between the Canada Basin and
Baffin Bay.
To find out, what is driving this interannual variability of
the FW fluxes, we look at the main patterns of variability of
all Arctic FW components.

3.1.2 Internal model variability

We compute the leading EOFs of the yearly mean FW
transports using all ensemble members at the same time
(Fig. 3a, b) and the corresponding (normalized) principal component time series (PCs) (Fig. 3c, d). The leading EOF is characterized by a large net FW export (or
import), given by large anomalous exports (or imports)
through both straits, Fram Strait and CAA. This transpolar

Within the FW transport through Bering Strait, all four
ensemble members of the regional model show a similar variability; high correlations between the experiments
(ranging between 0.6 and 0.8 depending on the simulations) indicate that the forcing has a large influence on the

3.2 Variability of FW fluxes and atmospheric
circulation
3.2.1 Modes of FW flux variability
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Fig. 3  a Leading and b second
leading empirical orthogonal
function (in mSv) of the FW
transports, including the net
FW flux, in the Arctic. The
explained variance is about 33
and 18 %, respectively. The
corresponding normalized PCs,
obtained by projecting the different ensemble members onto
the EOFs, are presented in c
and d

drift anomaly is caused by changes in the atmospheric circulation; the regression coefficient between the PC and
near-surface winds shows a shift of the mean winds, from
eastern Siberia to northern Greenland and CAA, to winds
from the Bering Strait region to Fram Strait (not shown).
The second leading EOF of the FW transports is characterized by a reallocation of FW export either through
Fram Strait or through CAA, indicating a change in the
direction of the FW transport within the Arctic Ocean.
While the leading EOF shows a large change in the net
FW flux, the second EOF, smaller in its amplitude, shows
mainly a change in the pathway of Arctic FW into the
North Atlantic, and not in the amount of FW exported to
the North Atlantic.
To detect the underlying atmospheric circulation pattern
that is responsible for changes of the net FW flux represented in the first EOF, we calculate the regression coefficient between the first PC and MSLP. This regression
coefficient (Fig. 4) resembles the leading EOF of winter
(= December – February) MSLP (Fig. 5b) and remains
highly significant until summer, indicating that this leading
pattern of the atmospheric large-scale circulation in winter
has a strong impact on the yearly mean FW transports.
In the following, we investigate, which atmospheric circulation patterns are causing changes in the net FW flux
in the Arctic. Since drivers can be found in changes of the
MSLP in winter, we study, beside the two leading EOFs of
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MSLP, also the influence of other winter large-scale circulation patterns on Arctic FW.
3.2.2 Modes of atmospheric variability
The leading EOF of winter MSLP, calculated over a
region north of 20◦N, is often referred to as the Arctic
Oscillation (AO) (Thompson and Wallace 1998; Fyfe
et al. 1999). It is characterized by sea level pressure
anomalies of one sign in the Arctic and anomalies of the
opposite sign in mid-latitudes. Even though our domain of
the atmosphere model does not cover the whole northern
hemisphere, our leading EOF of MSLP can be interpreted
as the AO (Fig. 5b).
A positive trend in AO can be associated with a decrease
in MSLP as well as an increase of surface air temperature
(Moritz et al. 2002; Morison et al. 2000). However, results
from general circulation models do not show a linear
behavior in the response of surface air temperature to the
AO; the relationship between the AO and variability in the
Arctic FW components is not well understood and will be
studied in the next subsection.
Additionally, we study the impact of the following climate indexes: The NAO, consisting of two pressure centers
in the North Atlantic, also describes the influence of varying pressure gradients over the North Atlantic and its influence on temperature and storm tracks across Europe and
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Fig. 4  Regression coefficient between the PC of the first EOF of FW
transport and 3 months mean of MSLP in hPa per standard deviation
of the PC. DJF refers to the mean value for the period December–
February, FMA for February–April and so forth. The grey contour

line indicates the level of highly significant (α = 0.01) values for all
model years. The pink line indicates the level of highly significant
values for 40 years, which is the span of our model simulation 1960–
1999 and the minimum of independent model years

Fig. 5  a Winter (DJF) MSLP from the years 1960–1999. Indicated
with white lines are domains used for NAO index (without squares)
and for SH index (squared box). b First and c second leading EOF of

winter MSLP from the years 1960–1999. EOF 1 explains about 38 %
of the total variance, EOF 2 accounts for about 12.8 %

is closely related to the AO. Due to the restriction to the
North Atlantic, and the zonally asymmetric pattern, there
might be a difference in the physical interpretation and the
influence on the Arctic climate compared to that of the AO
(Ambaum et al. 2001).
The second leading EOF of winter MSLP in the model
is characterized by a tripole pattern (Fig. 5c). We show that
this pattern leads to changes in the FW circulation through
Fram Strait and into Barents Sea.
Last but not least, we study the influence of the Siberian
high (SH), centered in northeastern Siberia. The surface
air over land cools while the anticyclonic pressure system
forms which leads to some of the lowest temperatures in
the northern hemisphere. In our setup, the SH is at the edge
of the model domain, so we partly prescribe its strength via
the boundary conditions. In our model, the SH has a significant influence on the Arctic FW components, especially

in the years with a stronger and larger than usual high pressure system.
With the above mentioned climate indexes, we perform a composite analysis. By using only years exceeding or underrunning one standard deviation from the mean
value (in the following called positive or negative years),
we calculate for atmospheric and oceanic components of
the Arctic FW budget composite fields and analyze the
influence from these extreme MSLP situations on the FW
components. This approach has the advantage of monitoring potential nonlinearities between the positive and negative events. The correlation between the indexes of the
four ensemble members is high and varies, depending on
the defined index and the experiments, between 0.3 and
0.9. Thus, the events for the composites are not fully independent but determined to a certain part by the external
forcing.
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Fig. 6  EOF 1 composites: Difference between DJF mean of the positive years (left) and the negative years (right) and the overall mean
of DJF of a MSLP in hPa, b 2 m temperature in ◦C, and c precipitation in mm month−1. The grey contour line indicates the region where

the composite years differ significantly from the mean value. d DJF
sea ice transport in m2 s−1 in the positive and the negative years. The
strength of the velocity vector is given by the color coding

Leading empirical orthogonal function: EOF 1
In the positive EOF 1 years (consisting of 22 years),
the Icelandic low is stronger, extending from GIN Sea into
Barents Sea, while the weaker than usual Siberian high
does not exceed so far northward (Fig. 6a). The stronger
than usual low pressure systems arriving from the Atlantic
proceed far into Barents Sea and Russia (not shown). For
the MSLP in winter, the explained variance exceeds locally
60 % but the influence of EOF 1 on the MSLP pattern
decreases after the winter season. The anomalously strong
winds from the North Atlantic over Europe into Siberia transport warm and moist air masses from low to high
latitudes and the Eurasian continent (not shown), where a
surface warming of up to 4 ◦C (Fig. 6b) and an increase in
precipitation over Eurasia (Fig. 6c) can be seen. An overall
increased, wind driven, transport (through Fram Strait and
the CAA) of FW in solid form leads to a decrease in ice
storage in the Arctic.
In contrast to this, in the negative EOF 1 years (consisting of 16 years), a stronger than usual Siberian high

pressure system blocks the weaker than usual lows arriving
from the Atlantic (Fig. 6a) as well as the eastward transport
of heat, allowing for colder than usual temperatures over
Eurasia (Fig. 6b). Sea ice is transported in a gyre circulation from the North American coast to the East Siberian
Sea (Fig. 6d), leading to a decrease in the total FW transport through Fram Strait by more than 20 % (Table 3), as
well as to a decrease through CAA. Thus FW is accumulated within the Arctic Ocean, especially in liquid form.
The signals in net precipitation over land are rather
small and so are the differences in the amount of runoff in
the EOF 1 composites. The response is largest in the negative years in the outflow of the river Ob, its catchment area
is exactly that area where precipitation changes over land
are strongest. This reduction in the Eurasian runoff in the
negative EOF 1 years leads to a decrease of more than 5 %
of the total runoff into the Arctic Ocean.
The FW liquid transport of all years of the upper
100 m and the total FW liquid transport integrated over
all depths correlate with 0.9. Hence, nearly all of the FW
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Fig. 7  EOF 2 composites: Same as in Fig. 6, but for the positive and negative EOF 2 years

transport through Fram Strait occurs in the upper layer
via the East Greenland current. A decomposition of the
FW liquid flux in the upper 100 m through Fram Strait in
time mean and time varying parts shows that in the EOF 1
composites the influence of the FW flux due to advection
of the mean salinity by the volume flux anomaly has the
largest influence on the anomalous mean FW transport.
Thus, the increase in the positive EOF 1 years as well as
the decrease in the negative years in liquid FW transport
through Fram Strait is driven by changes in the total mass
transport within the upper 100 m and hence by changes
in the wind forcing. Differences in the sea ice transport
through Fram Strait are caused by changes in the wind
field across the strait (Tsukernik et al. 2009; Koenigk
et al. 2006). Following Tsukernik et al. (2009), we calculate a normalized MSLP difference for winter over the
strait, that correlates with Fram Strait ice export with 0.7.
The absolute MSLP difference for all years equals 7 hPa,
for the positive EOF 1 years 12.1 hPa and for the negative EOF 1 years 0.1 hPa. Thus, the stronger than usual
gradient in the positive EOF 1 years leads to an increase
of ice export through the Fram Strait, while in the negative years the weaker gradient leads to a decrease.

Second empirical orthogonal function: EOF 2
The response of the MSLP pattern in DJF is mostly linear, showing a similar pattern of the anomaly in the positive
and negative EOF 2 years with opposite sign. However, in
the positive years (consisting of 27 years), the positive signal is extending far into Siberia, while in the negative years
(consisting of 24 years), this deviation is more restricted to
the Arctic Ocean (Fig. 7a).
In the positive EOF 2 years, a weaker than usual pressure system south of Iceland weakens the heat transport
into northern Europe. The stronger than usual Siberian high
additionally deflects the warm temperatures southward,
leading to a positive anomaly in south-eastern Europe
and Central Eurasia. The stronger than usual Aleutian
low enhances poleward winds accompanied by high temperatures, leading to a positive anomaly over the North
American continent (Fig. 7b). However, the impact on net
precipitation in that region is relatively small (Fig. 7c).
Changes in precipitation are largest over Europe, where the
correlation between the PC of EOF 2 and winter precipitation exceeds 0.8 in large areas. Furthermore, the weaker
than usual Icelandic low leads to a decrease in precipitation
and an increase in evaporation in GIN Sea and Denmark
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Fig. 8  NAO composites: Same as in Fig. 6, but for the positive and negative NAO years

Strait. This might be caused by enhanced advection of
cold and dry polar air relative to warm moist subtropical
air masses. In the Central Arctic and over Russia, changes
in net precipitation are small and so is the impact on river
runoff. The decrease in (P–E)+runoff (Table 3) is caused
by less precipitation over the Arctic Ocean as well as by
less runoff from the American continent. However, the signal in the runoff composites is negligible. The FW export,
in solid and in liquid form, through Fram Strait and through
the CAA, is decreased as well. The liquid FW transport
through the archipelago is reduced by about 6 %. Comparable to the negative EOF 1 years, the anticyclonic circulation of the Beaufort Gyre is enhanced, sea ice is transported
from the Central Arctic Ocean to the Siberian coast, leading to an accumulation in that area.
In the negative EOF 2 years, the weaker than usual Aleutian low is responsible for lower temperatures over North
America, while the stronger than usual Icelandic low leads
to a cold anomaly over south-eastern Europe and Central Eurasia (Fig. 7b). Strong transpolar winds lead to an
increase in FW export and to a decrease in FW storage,
in liquid and in solid form. Sea ice is transported from the
Eurasian coast to the CAA and to the North American coast
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(Fig. 7d) and is accumulated at the North American coastline, persisting for most of the year. Furthermore, the liquid
FW transport through Fram Strait is significantly increased
by more than 17 %. In contrast to the positive EOF 1 years,
the increase in the total liquid export is not only in the upper
100 m but also in the deeper layers (which equals a decrease
of liquid import). This enhanced total liquid export is compensated by an increase of total liquid transport through
Barents Sea into the Arctic Ocean. However, the water that
enters the Arctic Ocean through Barents Sea is less saline
than usual. This leads to a decrease of the Barents Sea
saline inflow, even though the total inflow increases. Consequently, the FW transport through the Barents Sea opening, generally a FW sink, is reduced. Additionally, the FW
transport is also influenced by an increase in the ice export
through Barents Sea into the North Atlantic. Contrary to the
EOF 1 composites, the influence on Fram Strait ice export
in the EOF 2 composites is comparably small, due to an
only small difference of MSLP over the strait.
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)
We define the index of the North Atlantic Oscillation as
the normalized MSLP difference from the areal means of a
region over the Azores high and the Icelandic low (regions
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Fig. 9  SH composites: Same as in Fig. 6, but for the positive and negative SH years

indicated in Fig. 5a). Beside a high correlation between the
ensemble members, NAO correlates with about 0.5 with
EOF 1. In the positive NAO years (consisting of 15 years),
a stronger than usual Icelandic low and Azores high,
lead to an enhancement of the pressure gradient over the
North Atlantic region. In the negative years (consisting of
15 years), the weaker than usual Azores high leads to lower
than usual MSLP over Europe. The pattern of the MSLP
as well as of the 2 m temperature composites resemble
largely the EOF 1 composites, but changes are restricted
over ocean and do not extend as far into Eurasia as they do
in the EOF 1 composites (Fig. 8a, b). In the positive years,
associated with a north-eastward shift of the storm activities over the Atlantic, net precipitation is increased over the
Norwegian Sea. In the winter months, the mean value of
net precipitation is increased by more than 15 mm month−1
in that region (Fig. 8c). Evaporation exceeds precipitation
in Labrador Sea and south of Greenland, leading to dryer
conditions. The response of net precipitation in the positive
NAO years is stronger than in the positive EOF 1. But the
positive anomaly over the Norwegian Sea does not extend
that far into the northern Eurasian continent. Thus, the
influence is weaker over the Arctic adjacent land than it is

in the EOF 1 composites. This is also true for the negative
NAO years, where again the influence is largest over the
Norwegian Sea and over the eastern North Atlantic. The
changes in the model agree well with results from Dickson et al. (2000) having largest precipitation changes in
the Norwegian-Greenland Seas and Scandinavia. While
changes over Europe are large, the impact on the catchment areas of the rivers draining into the Arctic are small.
A difference can be seen only in the Eurasian runoff with
an increase of 2.8 % in the positive years. The response is
even smaller in the negative years.
As in the positive EOF 1 years, a transpolar drift from
Laptev Sea to the Canadian Arctic coast leads to an accumulation of sea ice north of the archipelago and in Lincoln
Sea in the positive NAO years (Fig. 8d). In contrast to the
negative EOF 1 years, the effect of the enhanced Beaufort Gyre circulation is not present in the negative NAO
years. Even though an extension of sea ice in coastal areas
in negative NAO years has been observed from ship, aircraft and satellite measurements (Dickson et al. 2000), the
response of the model to the negative NAO forcing in the
Central Arctic is weak. Although the gyre is enhanced by
more than 1 Sv, the sea ice is not pushed strongly enough
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Table 3  Mean values in mSv of the FW budget of the Arctic for the positive and negative composite years for EOF 1, EOF 2, NAO and SH

(P–E)+runoff
Bering Strait
Barents Sea
Fram Strait liq.
Fram Strait ice
CAA liquid
CAA ice
Rate of change liq.
Rate of change ice

Transports

(P–E)+runoff
Bering Strait
Barents Sea
Fram Strait liq.
Fram Strait ice
CAA liquid
CAA ice
Rate of change liq.
Rate of change ice

Transports

pos. EOF 1

neg. EOF 1

pos. EOF 2

neg. EOF 2

65.4 + 132.9 = 198.3 (±2.5)
83.2 (±3.4)
−13.6 (±1.6)
−49.3 (±3.0)
−81.1 (±4.0)
−120.4 (±3.7)
−12.4 (±0.7)
−2.8
−12.7

64.7 + 129.4 = 194.1 (±2.1)
82.2 (±2.9)
−11.5 (±1.4)
−42.0 (±2.5)
−68.8 (±3.4)
−111.4 (±3.2)
−11.2 (±0.6)
17.2
−3.7

66.7 + 132.5 = 199.2 (±2.2)
77.2 (±3.0)
−7.7 (±1.5)
−54.2 (±2.7)
−76.2 (±3.6)
−125.2 (±3.3)
−12.6 (±0.6)
−14.6
−2.2

4.7

65.2 + 125.8 = 191.0 (±3.0)
87.1 (±4.0)
−8.2 (±1.9)
−41.4 (±3.6)
−49.8 (±4.8)
−111.0 (±4.4)
−11.2 (±0.8)
38.4
4.3
56.5

31.4

0.5

pos. NAO

neg. NAO

pos. SH

neg. SH

67.5 + 134.7 = 202.2 (±3.0)
85.4 (±4.0)
−10.3 (±1.9)
−42.7 (±3.6)
−76.3 (±4.8)
−133.2 (±4.4)
−14.8 (±0.8)
−7.6
−3.0

63.2 + 129.8 = 193.0 (±3.0)
81.9 (±4.0)
−11.7 (±1.9)
−35.6 (±3.6)
−59.4 (±4.8)
−117.2 (±4.4)
−12.0 (±0.8)
12.1
10.4

62.2 + 129.0 = 191.2 (±3.0)
87.3 (±4.0)
−8.9 (±1.9)
−43.6 (±3.6)
−54.0 (±4.8)
−108.6 (±4.4)
−10.8 (±0.8)
25.9
12.8

64.2 + 133.6 = 197.8 (±2.2)
77.0 (±3.0)
−12.8 (±1.5)
−45.7 (±2.7)
−73.8 (±3.6)
−122.4 (±3.3)
−12.8 (±0.6)
13.6
0.6

10.3

39.

52.6

7.3

Values are calculated from the end of September 1 year before the specific event until the end of September of the next year. Displayed in brackets are ± one standard deviation of the subsets. Italic numbers differ more than one standard deviation from the mean value, bold numbers differ
more than two standard deviations. The rate of change in storage is calculated as the difference from the end of September until the end of September of the next year. Units are also mSv

to the coastal regions. Changes in the FW stored within the
Arctic Ocean are similar to changes in the EOF 1 composites and the signal is consistent with results from Condron
et al. (2009); in the positive years, about 10 mSv more
FW (liquid + solid) are exported from the Arctic Ocean,
while in the negative years, the FW content (liquid + solid)
increases by more than 20 mSv.
Siberian high (SH)
We define the Siberian high index by calculating the normalized areal mean of winter MSLP in a region centered
in the winter high pressure system over Siberia (region
marked in Fig. 5a). Compared with the previously studied
indexes, the correlation is highest with EOF 1 and exceeds
−0.6.
In the positive years (consisting of 16 years), the Siberian high is extended into the Arctic Mediterranean, covering the complete Arctic Ocean, Greenland and Hudson Bay. Over the ocean, the signal is strongest in Kara
Sea and exceeds 10 hPa. Similar to the change in EOF 1
in the North Pacific, but with different sign, the Aleutian
low is stronger than usual, while the Icelandic low is weakened (Fig. 9a). The spatial pattern of 2 m temperature is
similar to the response in the negative EOF 1 composite,
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temperatures decrease by more than 0.5 ◦ C corresponding to one standard deviation of the SH in and around the
area, where the high pressure cell is located (Fig. 9b). The
strong and largely extended Siberian high leads to less
precipitation in the area of index definition. The moisture
transport over the Atlantic is weakened and shifted southward (not shown), leading to a negative bias larger than
15 mm month−1 over the North Atlantic (Fig. 9c). Thus,
the runoff of the river Ob is significantly reduced by about
10 %. This leads to a reduction of the Eurasian runoff,
even though the changes in runoff of the other Arctic Eurasian rivers are negligible. The overall influence of SH on
the FW fluxes is small, but somewhat larger in the positive years. An enhanced Beaufort Gyre weakens the drift
through Fram Strait resulting in a significantly decreased
ice export through the strait (Fig. 9d). The FW transport
through the CAA is also decreased, more strongly in liquid
than in solid form.
In the negative SH years (consisting of 25 years), the
influence on MSLP is mainly restricted to Laptev, Kara and
Barents Sea. A weaker Aleutian low comes along with a
weaker Siberian high, which allows the stronger than usual
Icelandic low to expand far into Barents Sea (Fig. 9a). The
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Fig. 10  Regression coefficient
between Eurasian runoff and
3 months mean of MSLP in
hPa per standard deviation of
Eurasian runoff. The term SON
refers to the mean value for the
period September–November
from the previous year, NDJ
to the mean value for November–January and so forth. Grey
and pink contour lines indicates
the level of highly significant
values for all model years and
for 40 years, respectively

Fig. 11  Same as in Fig. 10, but
for 2 m temperature. Units are
◦
C per standard deviation of
Eurasian runoff
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Fig. 12  Same as in Fig. 10, but for net precipitation. Units are mm month−1 per standard deviation of Eurasian runoff

2 m temperature, however, does not reflect the pattern of the
positive EOF 1 years. The signal over Eurasia is small and
primarily restricted to the SH domain. The weaker Aleutian
low does not bring as warm temperatures to the North American continent as usual, which leads to a cooling of about 1 ◦ C
in Alaska. Even though the Icelandic low is stronger, the
enhanced atmospheric heat transport does not reach Barents
Sea, but is deflected south. Instead, a cooling can be seen at
the winter sea ice edge. Increased sea ice extent leads to a
decrease of the heat flux from the ocean to the atmosphere
amplifying the cooling over Barents Sea (Fig. 9b). Most
probably, precipitation is too much influenced by local winds
and other factors to show a large scale significant response on
SH. Thus, the influence on runoff is negligible in the negative
years. The inflow through Bering Strait is decreased caused
by a weaker than usual Aleutian low. On the other hand, the
stronger than usual Icelandic low provides an increase in Barents Sea inflow, serving as a FW sink.
To conclude, the changes caused by changes in the
strength of the Siberian high are non-linear. While the
response of atmospheric and oceanic FW components in
the positive years is similar to the response in the negative
EOF 1 years, the influence in the negative SH composite is
weaker and for all the FW components less than the 95 %
criterion of two standard deviations from the mean value.
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While the here discussed leading modes of Arctic atmospheric variability account for large parts of the variability of
the FW components in the Arctic, none of the indexes can
explain the variability in Arctic river runoff. Thus, we focus
in the next section specifically on the runoff variability.
3.3 Variability of Arctic river runoff
The variability of the total runoff is dominated by the Eurasian runoff, which is not only larger in the total amount
draining into the Arctic Ocean, but also has a larger standard deviation. The correlation between total Arctic runoff
and the Eurasian fraction is about 0.9, while the correlation
between the total runoff and the North American fraction is
negligible.
As we have seen, the atmospheric winter circulation
does not preset the conditions for the variability in runoff.
To investigate the variability of Arctic runoff, we use yearly
mean runoff values and perform a regression analysis with
atmospheric datasets from our model. This allows for the
analysis of a lagged response to find out which season is
important. In the following, we only focus on the Eurasian
runoff.
The correlation between MSLP and Eurasian runoff exceeds
−0.3 over the Eurasian continent for November to January and
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Fig. 13  Vertically integrated mean moisture transport of 6-hourly
data in kg m−1 s−1. The term SON refers to the mean value for the
period September–November, NDJ to the mean value for November–

January, and so forth. The strength of the vectors is given by the color
coding as well as by its length

reaches about −0.6 in February to April, just before the melting season. In winter, before increased Eurasian river runoff,
the Icelandic low is stronger than usual, extending far into Barents Sea and persisting longer than usual (Fig. 10). This causes
stronger than usual southwesterly winds to Barents Sea.
An anomalous transport of cold air, transported from
Canada over Labrador Sea northward in early winter, leads
to a southward shift of the sea ice edge. Thus, less heat
release from the ocean to the atmosphere lead to a cooling, first in Laptev Sea and the adjacent coastal area, and
in early spring over Greenland and Barents Sea (Fig. 11).
The winds bringing warm temperatures over the Atlantic
are weaker than usual, while the winds originating over the
Canadian continent are stronger and redirected northward
(not shown). Even though the circulation regime changes
in January to March, bringing warmer temperatures from
the south (leading to a warming in large parts of Eurasia of
more than 1 ◦ C per standard deviation of Eurasian runoff),
the negative temperature anomaly only weakens slowly,
vanishing in early summer. In Siberia, the influence of temperature on annual mean Eurasian runoff is small. Hence,
the model does not confirm the result of Li et al. (2010)
that surface temperature is responsible for most of the
explained variance from river Lena.

In winter, the stronger than usual Icelandic low leads
to stronger lows arriving from the Atlantic. They are
directed more northward than usual, reaching Barents Sea
and extending into the Russian continent (Fig. 14) instead
of taking the path over Europe (Fig. 13). This leads to
increased precipitation during winter of few mm month−1
in all Eurasian catchments, particularly in the Yenisey
catchment. In late winter, the impact on the already small
amount of precipitation seems to be restricted to western
Eurasia (Fig. 12, upper right panel). From March to May,
the weaker than usual Aleutian low allows for more moisture transport along the eastern Pacific coast into eastern
Siberia, increasing precipitation also in eastern Siberia
(Fig. 12, lower left panel). The influence of precipitation
is largest in early summer and explains between 20–30 %
of the runoff variability. For all catchment areas in Eurasia, summer precipitation (April to August) increases significantly with up to 6 mm month−1. Due to warmer than
usual temperatures, evaporation also increases, but net
precipitation remains increased. In the model, a major
driver of the runoff variability is increased cyclone activity in spring and early summer, bringing more moisture
than usual in high latitudes (Fig. 14, lower left panel), presumably caused by changes in the polar jet stream track. A
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Fig. 14  Regression coefficient between Eurasian runoff and 3 months mean of vertically integrated moisture transport of 6-hourly data in
kg m−1 s−1 per standard deviation of Eurasian runoff

significant strengthening of the polar vortex at 500 hPa as
well as at the 200 hPa geopotential height can be seen until
early summer in years with enhanced Eurasian runoff (not
shown). In January to May (upper right and lower left panel
in Fig. 14) especially over land, enhanced activity on a synoptic scale leads to more moisture in Eurasia.

4 Summary and conclusion
With the presented regional model setup, including all sinks
and sources of FW in the Arctic, we investigated the influence
of specific atmospheric leading modes on the interannual FW
variability. Since we run experiments without salinity restoring, the FW budget is not artificially disturbed. While other
model studies disagree on the mean value as well as on the
variability of the FW components, our results are in good
agreement with observations. The Arctic FW components are
improved compared to the global model MPIOM / ECHAM 5,
especially in the regions where high resolution leads to a better
representation of the complex topography.
We have shown that few atmospheric leading modes
explain large parts of the interannual variability of the Arctic FW cycle. If the large scale atmospheric circulation in
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winter is characterized by a stronger than usual Icelandic
low (as in the positive EOF 1 and NAO years as well as
in the negative EOF 2 years), anomalous strong westerly
winds bring more moisture over the North Atlantic into
Eurasia leading to wetter and warmer conditions in northern Europe and Russia. Then, similar to the results from
Zhang et al. (2003), the ocean circulation is characterized by a transpolar drift enhancing the FW export, especially in solid form, through Fram Strait and the CAA. On
the other hand, a weaker than usual Icelandic low and a
stronger than usual Siberian high (as in the negative EOF 1
and NAO years and positive EOF 2 and SH years), are
coherent with a strong anticyclonic Beaufort Gyre circulation, leading to a decrease in FW export particularly
through Fram Strait and to an accumulation of FW within
the Arctic Ocean. At the same time, sea ice is transported
and accumulated, depending on the strength and extent of
the gyre, either to the Canadian coast or the Siberian coast.
Several years of accumulation of FW within the Beaufort
Gyre, such as in a recurring negative NAO phase, might
be followed by large export events through Fram Strait
and the CAA, which then might weaken the strength of
the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation. At Fram
Strait, liquid FW is mostly transported in the upper 100 m,
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an increased export is either caused by increased total
mass transport in the upper layer (as in the positive EOF 1
years) or by decreased inflow of salty water in the deeper
layers (as in the negative EOF 2 years). Changes in the
Nordic Seas, such as large precipitation anomalies as in
the NAO years, could thereby also feed back the amount of
FW transported through Fram Strait and into Barents Sea
(Houssais et al. 2007).
We have shown, that in a winter season before a year
with increased Eurasian runoff, an anomalous strong
Icelandic low deflects the moisture and heat transport
northward taking a shortcut into Siberia. Overall warmer
and wetter conditions over the Eurasian continent and
increased precipitation during winter, late spring and summer lead to increased river runoff. Especially in early
summer, enhanced cyclone activity over northern Europe
entering western Siberia is responsible for enhanced precipitation and thus enhanced runoff. Warmer temperatures
might lead to the already observed increase in Arctic river
runoff, which on the other hand might modify the export of
FW through Fram Strait and the CAA and thus the North
Atlantic deep-water formation (Peterson et al. 2009). Scenario experiments with this coupled regional setup could
provide an inside into the influence of a changing atmosphere on to Arctic FW components and their link to the
global ocean circulation.
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